
REOPENING
MIDDLE SCHOOL
A Plan for Fall 2020



Last spring, Middle School students and teachers discovered during distance learning that we really 
craved the social connections of our Middle School community. The personal relationships curated 
in the halls, classrooms, and fields are essential to our learning, identity and sense of community. 
Predictability and routine were also identified as equally important to our students. While some 
students enjoyed the rhythms of distance learning, others struggled to find an academic routine 
balanced with enough laughter and chaos to enjoy the distance learning experience. 

After reflecting on these lessons from last year, we’ve designed a flexible program and schedule for 
2020-21 that will support our Middle School students’ academic growth, provide routine and social 
interaction, and meet the requirements and guidelines provided by the state. We have decided on 
a conservative and safe approach so that students can attend in-school classes, develop friendships, 
minimize transitions, and find joy in the naturally collaborative spirit of Moses Brown’s Middle 
School. 

The following outline details some of the major changes and structures that will impact life in 
the Middle School this year. We welcome your feedback, and promise to remain in close contact, 
especially if public health conditions evolve and our plans change at all prior to September 2. If you 
have any questions or concerns about the start of the school year, please send me an email (jschott@
mosesbrown.org).

I’m looking forward to seeing you and your children in the weeks ahead.

Best,

Jared

Dear Middle School Families,
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Middle School will adopt a grade-level team structure for this school year. Within each team, we will establish 
stable cohorts of students.  These cohorts will serve as homeroom/advisor groups, and range between 10 and 
14 students. Student cohorts will remain in their assigned Middle School classroom for most of their classes 
and students will have assigned seating. The teachers in charge of each cohort will serve as “advisors” for 
students and parents. In this new structure, faculty who have traditionally served as “advisors” may not be 
able to serve in that capacity this fall. However, this structure enables us to manage the requirements for 
stable pods, minimize risks, and maximize our ability to deliver the program effectively and safely.

Creating these cohort groups is a challenge, and the faculty understand the need for both social connections 
and a group structure to make the schedule work effectively. We know that it will be virtually impossible to 
make the cohorts “perfect” in the eyes of Middle School students. For students, the cohort assignment may 
be emotional, and we hope parents will support our collective and careful work. As the school year progresses, 
we hope to gain the flexibility to create new cohorts, which will allow students to experience different social 
groupings and different homeroom advisors. Because the team teachers work so closely with each other on 
curriculum development and social-emotional support for their group of students, re-shuffling cohort groups 
will support emerging skills for all of our students, including adaptability, resilience, flexibility, relationship 
building and appreciation of different voices, opinions and perspectives.

Class and Cohort Structure
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Homeroom or Cohort Leaders: 

6th Grade: Sam Kravitz, Ava Vanech, Christine Griffin, Tony McClellan, and co-leaders, Alexa MacMullen 
and David Wasser

7th Grade: Yulie Lee, Matt Herreid, Graham Holland, Caitlin Kelly

8th Grade: Maureen Nagle, Dan Ohl, Jon Gold, Katie Goldman, and co-leaders, Steve Kidd and Anne Krive

Students will remain with their cohort group for most of their academic classes. Math, English, History, 
Science, and World Language teachers will move into classrooms to teach students, doing so from designated 
teacher zones, which will provide six feet of space between students and teachers. All classroom tables have been 
replaced by individual tablet arm desks, spaced 3-6 feet from each other, and arranged facing one direction. 
Students will have assigned seats. Since Moses Brown has traditionally arranged students in circles or small 
working groups around tables, adjusting to this new safety protocol will require patience and understanding 
from all community members. 

Students will also remain in their cohorts for required art classes: Studio Art (6th), Woodshop (7th) and 
Drama (8th). We are currently working to respond to emerging guidelines, but cohorts will remain intact 
as class sections. As of today, 6th grade students will have Studio Art in their homerooms or outside, 7th 
grade students will travel to Woodshop, and 8th grade students will have drama in their cohort homerooms, 
outside, or in the Goldner Performers’ Workshop (Woodman Center Green Room). 

Physical Education class will be taught in cohort groups outside whenever possible. Other wellness classes, 
such as Drug Education and Resiliency, will be taught in a cohort’s classroom.

Wind Ensemble, Chorus, String Orchestra and Guitar Workshop will be scheduled by grade level and in 
smaller groups. We continue to assess the viability and safety for our performing music group instruction 
and will be guided by the emerging research. Reducing the size of groups will allow our music instructors 
to meet with the students regularly, provide music education and continue their connection with students. 
String Orchestra can be managed safely, since String Orchestra players may remain in masks during all 
rehearsals and maintain appropriate spacing during rehearsals, particularly in grade level groups. Chorus 
and Wind Ensemble will require more careful space planning and flexibility. Music classes are the only times 
when cohort groups may combine, but we are working hard to find scheduling solutions to keep musicians in 
their stable cohorts for those classes.  If we must combine some pods for music, we will maintain the greatest 
distance between students in these courses.
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Schedule

We have designed a 5-day schedule where “major” courses (Math, English, History, Science, World Language) 
will meet a minimum of four times during the week. “Minor” courses (Arts, Physical Education, Technology) 
will meet two times during the week. This schedule significantly reduces student movement in the division, 
while providing teachers access to each of their students for in-person instruction. Students will receive as 
much synchronous, in-person instruction as we can safely provide. There will be times when teachers may 
“Zoom” into a classroom or provide work that does not require in-person instruction. The cohort advisors 
will continuously monitor and teach important skills of time management and organizational skills related to 
this new schedule.

8:00 am Advisory

8:15 am Block A Block E Block D Block C Block B

9:00 am Block B Block A Block E Block D Block C

9:45 am Recess

10:15 am Block 1 Block 1
Meeting for Wor-

ship Block 1 Block 1

 Community Time 
/ Office Hours11:00 am Block 2 Block 2 Block 2 Block 2

11:45 am Block 3 Block 3 Activities Block 3 Block 3

12:30 pm  Lunch

1:15 pm Block C Block B Block A Block E Block D

2:00 pm Block D Block C Block B Block A Block E

2:45 pm Advisory - Dismissal at 3:00 pm

Transition to Distance Learning

If we are forced to move to distance learning at any point during the fall, we will modify this schedule slightly 
to have a later start time, shorten individual class times (to limit time on zoom), add a few more office hour 
meeting times for extra help, and simplify for all students and teachers.
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Entering the Middle School Buildings

Each grade is assigned a specific doorway for entering the building to minimize contact. 

• 6th grade will enter the building through the recess room door, which opens to the parking lot near 
the baseball field. Students will proceed up the Ross House stairs to the Team 1 area on the 3rd Floor of 
Hoffman House.  

• 7th grade will enter through the Front Door of Middle House and proceed to the Team 3 area on the 
1st floor of Hoffman House. 

• 8th grade will enter Middle House through the Rocchio Garden doorway and proceed to the Team 2 
area on the 2nd floor of Hoffman House.

Cafeteria, Recess and Lunch

To start the school year, Middle School students will not use the cafeteria during snack or recess time. The 
servery will be closed and students will need to bring their own snacks from home for their mid-morning 
break. Parents will receive more information from the business office about meal plan options. We will 
encourage all Middle School students to eat lunch outside whenever possible. Otherwise, we will establish 
specific eating areas for students by grade level and cohort group. 

Student Materials

In August, we will provide a list of required and optional student materials, above and beyond textbooks, to 
help us sustain the cohort groups and limit sharing of materials. All students and teachers will be required to 
wear masks at all times on campus. We recommend that students begin their adjustment to wearing masks 
for longer durations in August and find masks that are comfortable to wear and that stay in place without 
adjustment for long periods of time. We will have periodic, teacher-directed short mask breaks when outside 
and while eating, but it will be a long day with masks nevertheless. Students must have at least one back-up 
mask in their classroom cubby. 

Additionally, we hope to utilize our wonderful outdoor spaces as often as possible this fall. We will encourage 
the use of designated outdoor spaces whenever possible for classes, activities, and lunch time. Students may 
wish to bring in a seat cushion, camp chair, or blanket to sit on to make the outside classroom experience more 
comfortable for them. These items should be kept in their homeroom classroom.

As a reminder, our Middle School cell phone policy is clear: students may not use their cell phone at school 
between 7:45 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Phones must be stowed away in backpacks and on silent during the academic 
day. To reach your child in an emergency, please call the school’s main number and we will get information 
to your child.
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Temporary Dress Code

Because students will have daytime Physical Education classes, but not have use of the athletic locker rooms 
for changing clothing, we’ll be making a temporary change to the Middle School dress policy for this fall: 
athletic clothing will be allowed during the school day. All other aspects of the dress code will remain in 
place, and we will continue to hold students accountable for displaying any inappropriate messages which are 
intentionally or unintentionally offensive or cause pain to any community member. 
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Grading and Assessment

Last spring, during distance learning, we changed the types of feedback we were able to provide to students. 
This fall, we will return to our regular practices for grading, assessment, and feedback. In a June survey, 
many students identified a need for increased feedback as an important motivational tool. Middle School 
faculty engaged in professional development focused on assessment this summer. We plan to incorporate new 
methods for student feedback to supplement the more traditional forms of grades. Projects, which typically 
require close personal contact among students, will be altered to minimize risks. 
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Communication with Students and Parents

Last spring, we adopted a Weekly Daily Information Bulletin (DIB) format and will continue that publication 
this fall. Academic teams will send Friday curriculum reports to parents to highlight work completed and to 
preview upcoming topics and assignments. This communication should provide all parents a window into 
their child’s experience (and useful topics for dinner-time conversations as well!). 

Parent Meetings

While the school must limit visitors to school buildings due to safety considerations, we continue to value our 
practice of open communication between parents and the school. Advisors will use Zoom, email, and phone 
to develop working relationship with parents. We will also host parent meetings, grade level coffees, advisor 
or teacher meetings through Zoom or phone calls. 
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Professional Development for Teachers

This summer, many of our Middle School teachers attended on-line workshops to develop increased skills 
about distance, hybrid, and concurrent teaching practices. The faculty met regularly to share this information 
and to re-create curriculum units that are adaptable to in-person, distance, or concurrent models. Additionally, 
Middle School teachers reviewed our best teaching practices and are working to refine their approach to 
delivering content, providing feedback, and using technology effectively for students. 
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Technology

The Middle School will continue to utilize Google Classroom to deliver and organize class materials. Our 
1:1 iPad program will allow student access to class materials. All educational applications needed for classes 
will be installed on student iPads and teachers will train students on the most efficient and effective ways 
to utilize the technology provided. We are creating an iPad distribution plan for late August, so please stay 
tuned for more information. We will use Zoom and Owl Pro cameras whenever appropriate. This set-up will 
allow students to view and participate in classes from a remote location if needed (e.g., if out for quarantine). 
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Advisory and Community Time

Middle School cohort groups will serve as our advisories, with dedicated time at the beginning and conclusion 
of each day (see schedule) to address group and individual needs. The cohort teacher will be the main point 
of contact for all parent, faculty, and student communication to manage student academic, emotional, social, 
or planning issues. We are working on a schedule to use Wednesdays for community meetings, Meeting for 
Worship, and activities. As the school year progresses, we will work to reshuffle the cohorts of students. These 
cohorts may be considered new “advisory groups” and will require a new relationship building experience so 
advisors can work effectively with parents. 
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Social Emotional Learning and Student Support

Excellent Middle School teaching depends on positive and healthy relationships between students and their 
teachers. Without our traditional team trips this year, we have planned to begin the year (including work in 
August) with relationship-building activities in the cohorts and on the teams. During the school year, we will 
continue our practice of regular team level faculty meetings to ensure that students’ with emerging academic, 
emotional, and social needs are supported. Working closely to develop partnerships with parents, advisors 
will remain in constant contact to share how students are transitioning to our new schedule and format. 
Krista Haskell (N-6 Counselor) and Jessica Stewart (7-12 School Psychologist) will join students to support 
both individual and group needs and work closely with faculty as they support the students in classes.
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Work

Under the leadership of Yulie Lee and Dominique Avila, our Divisional Diversity co-coordinators, and 
Karim Sow, tri-clerk for the All School Diversity Committee, the Middle School faculty will continue to 
create intentional and planned conversation to address issues of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in advisories, 
team conversation, and in our curriculum units. We will continue with our Diversity 101 workshops to help 
students frame the language, terms, and community expectations for our students. We plan to continue 
strengthening our support for students of color, our Middle School GSA group, and develop new structures 
to encourage anti-racist allyship. Additionally, the Middle School faculty will dedicate one divisional faculty 
meeting per month solely to diversity, equity, and inclusion conversation, curriculum planning, professional 
development, and collaboration. 
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Co-Curricular Activities and Afternoons 

For Athletics, please see Athletics, Co-Curriculars, and After-School Programs in MB’s Reopening Plan.

We are currently working with faculty to create optional after-school activities for Middle School students. 
In the event that interscholastic athletic activities are cancelled, we will offer intramural options that would 
include both fitness and community-building components. Middle School offerings will begin on Tuesday, 
September 8th, and will be scheduled to meet two days per week. This will allow us time to establish and 
practice the proper safety protocols before expanding into separate afternoon pods or cohorts. These Middle 
School activities will remain optional for students. If your child joins an activity, we will be strict about 
following our safety guidelines and taking attendance so we can accurately contact trace if necessary.

Staying on Campus after 3:00

Students who are not part of a supervised afternoon activity—such as a play or a team, at which attendance 
will be taken—will need to be in a specified location from the end of school until they leave campus for the 
day. This allows for appropriate cleaning to happen in other areas of the school, and also allows divisions 
to monitor who is present, an important part of contact tracing if needed. These assigned areas will be 
monitored to ensure that students maintain appropriate protocols—physical distance, wearing masks, etc.

Middle School students not participating in after-school activities and who are able to safely travel home, are 
requested to leave campus by 3:15. Students who must wait for parents or a sibling for their ride home will be 
directed outdoors (weather permitting) or to the Hoffman House 1st floor classrooms until they are picked 
up so that cleaning protocols can begin immediately in the rest of Middle School. Attendance will be taken, 
and all other safety precautions will be enforced.
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